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1 Introd uction 
When performing numerical simulation to study spatial structures of soft condensed matters， 
the treatment of the boundary condition is one of the mos七difficultproblems. Suppression of the 
finite size effect is an essential mission to equilibrate complex structures with multiple intrinsic 
lengthscales. Parrinello and Rahman山developeda constant pressure numerical scheme by 
adjusting the size and shape of the simulation box using the periodic boundary condition. Such 
a method is successful in reproducing pa七ternswith a single periodicity， but is not compatible for 
the systems with multiple incommensurate periods. Another solution is to introduce a specially 
modified dynamic equation for the boundary sites [2]. However， the validity of this method is 
limi七edto nearly equilibrium systems. 
Here we propose an alternative boundary scheme making use of maximum entropy method 
(MEM). The MEM gives the mos七probableFourier spectrum of the whole system， with which 
we can calculate七heinformatiqn of the boundary sites. In this presentation， we demons七rate
that the extrapolated boundary information (output) reωonably reproduces the original bulk 
information (input). 
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2 Method and Result 
As a simple example， we consider a single order parameter ψThe bulk region (denoted as B) 
and the boundary region (denoted as b) areas are defined in Fig.l. Our mission is to estimate 
the most probable information ψ(rEBUb)仕omthe bulk informationψ(r E B). We i山 :oduce
the following MEM 仕eeenergy 
FMEM =会ん州-d|2+j544c+→jz?α4LS
(必jト:二?= (1) 
and minimize this free energy. Here the first term is a penalty for the di百'erencebetween ψand ψ 
with an error scale d， and the second and third terms are entropy associated with the uncertainty 
of pridiction of the structure outside the bulk area. The set of planar wave modes {kc， ks} is 
determined according to the bulk Fourier spectrum. This kind of MEM. free energy form and the 
val ue of the entropy coe伍cientsαしαtcan be derived using the Gaussian random field model 
[3]. By choosing an appropriate set of {αしαt}，we find that the extrapolation of the order 
parameter towards outside of the bulk works for various typs of the input bulk morphologies， 
such as a Model-A-like disordered pattern， a lamellar structure with a single periodicity， and a 
checkerboard pattern. 
1n this work， we have confirmed the efficiency of the MEM approach to the boundary con-
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Fig.l. Extrapolations of ordered/ disordered patterns 
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